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What is TNE?

TNE is education  delivered in a country other than the 

country in which the awarding institution is based, eg, 

students based in country Y studying for a degree from a 

university in country Z.
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What is TNE?

The general principal of TNE is that students can study 

towards a foreign qualification without leaving their home 

country.
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Teacher and Learner in different places

Online Resources and MOOCs

(Massive Open Online Courses)

Australian Radio Schools

Open 
University







A teaching tool with marks generation

PRAISE is actually more than just a platform for giving and 
receiving feedback. Its tools also allow music teachers to create 
lesson plans and track their students' progress online.

In addition, PRAISE tackles a problem faced by many Massive 
Open Online Courses (MOOC). Since it's physically impossible for 
a single teacher to mark the thousands or tens of thousands of 
students who may follow an online offering, many MOOCs rely 
on peer assessment. This approach is unsatisfactory, however, 
because students may not give marks in the same way that the 
teacher would give them.

To solve this problem, a teacher marks just a few students while 
students each mark several of their peers. PRAISE then uses an 
algorithm to identify the student assessments that most closely 
resemble those made by the teacher and these are given more 
weight. In this way, the teacher's approach to giving marks 
ripples throughout the community of students.

"With MOOCs, marks typically reflect an average of what 
students think of each other," says Professor Sierra. "We instead 
compute a trust network that emphasises the views of the 
teacher.”







What does a virtual school look like?

• Prezi presentation



What is the weather like today?

A. Lovely

B. Not too bad

C. Horrible as usual 



Partner 

Training5

What do you get?

Every feature we have built, the highlights being:
• Social cloud
• Learning cloud
• Webinars
• Forums
• Recording and scheduling tools



Pupils love Tute too!

• 92% agree that they enjoy Tute lessons 
• 91% find lessons interesting 
• 96% feel safe 
• 93% are confident they learn new things 
• 90% are unafraid to make mistakes 
• 94% feel their lessons have enabled them to make 

progress 
• 89% believe online learning suits their learning 

preference
Source: Chester University PhD research, Dec ‘15
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Key Messages 

The technology has come of age – it works…  and you 

don’t need a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).

You can deliver teaching, not just lecturing, training or 

resource-based learning.











Types of Platform

Platform Cost Example

Video Calls Free Skype

Web Conference Corporate Pricing WebX

Tailored for Teaching Usage-based Tute

Financial Model also built around teaching

• Blocks of lessons taught by Tute

• Your own classes in the Tute environment

• Your own virtual school



Key Messages 

The technology has come of age – it works.   And you 

don’t need a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).

You can deliver teaching, not just lecturing, training or 

resource-based learning.

It is scalable, both technically and financially:

• buy in a number of lessons including teaching 

• set up your own teachers and classes for an annual fee

• create your own vitrual school with your logo and design



Key Messages (2) - Marketing

… all to play for

No doubt it will be part of future provision in some 

form – the questions are what form,  who and when?

Some thoughts:

• existing customers – add a 6 week refresher

• a blended approach– 3 months here, 6 months home

• full programmes – summer school, 1 year online, 1 year here



Any interest?  (added for printout only)

• Please contact me in the first instance, as I am 
working with Tute to develop new ways the 
platform can be used.

• We are very interested in partnerships that 
would use existing networks

• Contact:
– Malcolm@e3net.org.uk

– www.e3net.org.uk

– 07971459764

mailto:Malcolm@e3net.org.uk
http://www.e3net.org.uk

